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Switzerland surpasses everyone else in its picturesque beauty, natural wonders and hospitality. The mountains of Switzerland are truly majestic. The Alps dominate the landscape of the country, its shadow overshadows everything else. The beauty of the country is something that needs to be experienced



at least once in your life. The mountains of Switzerland are a sight to contemplate on their own. The panoramic view, calmness and great heights make them impressive but attractive at the same time. The Alps have a large number of very high peaks, of which Schilthne is one of the highest. The 2,970-
metre high peak is located in the Burmese Alps just above the city of Murren. There are not many routes to go up to Schilthorn since the peak is quite high and isolated from the rest of civilization. That is why the cable car is the preferred route to the mountain peak. To get to the schilthorn, you need to
take a series of cable cars that start from Stechelberg, through Gimmelwald and then to Murren. Once you reach Murren you can take another cable car that will take you to Schilthorn via another stop, which is Birg. Although the method of going up the mountain is complicated, half of the fun is in the
journey. The cable car is a fancy way to get to what is sure to be one of the most memorable experiences of your life. When you reach the top, you will find that the long journey was worth it. Another alternative route is to sleep by train to Murren, from where you can take the cable car. For those in
adventure sports a more satisfying option is a hike to the top of the peak, which is a journey of about 5 hours walking along a narrow but well marked path. The many ways that bring you to the top of the mountain dream come true for any tourist and an opportunity that should not be missed. After hiking
up all the way, the feeling that you get when you look down on the unusual view is one that is unparalleled. People often visit Schilthorn in Switzerland because it is the place where the James Bond film On Her Majesty's Secret Service was filmed. The place is a must-visit and ski slopes popularized in the
film, worth a try. See: Schilthorn's fare and tourist information is known for two reasons; its incredible views and James Bond. The site became famous in 1969 in the James Bond film Her Majesty's Secret Service, and still from the film there are signs. But it still has a lot to offer if you're not a movie buff.
The hotel offers one of the best views in Switzerland with snow-capped peaks, mountain trails and a revolving restaurant. HOW to get to SCHILTHORN SWITZERLAND Journey has a few steps and can look daunting, but it actually comes along quite smoothly, and with very waiting times between From
Interlaken, take the train to Lauterbrunnen. Once there cross the road to the cable car station and take the cable car to Grutschlap. Here you will need to either get a small train that takes you to Murren or you can hike there through a fairly flat trail that takes about an hour. Once in Murren, walk to the other
side of town on the main street (follow the signs) to the Shilthhorn cable road. From here you can take the cable car to Birg where you will need to swap cable cars and then catch the final cable car up to Schilthorn. The last cable car to Schilthne takes you above the clouds. All of these trips are included in
the regional tourist pass Berner-Oberland, with the exception of the final cable car from Murren to Schilthne. Tickets for this final stage can be purchased at the cable car terminal. TO THINGS DO AT THE SCHILTHORN SWITZERLAND Piz Gloria Revolving Restaurant The Piz Gloria Rotating Restaurant
offers 360-degree views of the surrounding snowy peaks. It will take 45 minutes for the restaurant to complete the full circle and it is worth eating slowly to get the full impression. While the food is not cheap it could be worse and you can choose to order ala carte menu for something small. They also offer
a good value for money brunch buffet for 33 CHF, which includes prosecco. The best places go fast, so try to get there before 12pm for a good view. 007 Burger hits the point explore outside the head outside for unlocked views of the surrounding mountains and feel the cold of mountain air. The views
make the cold worthwhile! There is a reasonable area to explore, including a second point of view on the far side. Here you can take a selfie with Schilthorn in the background with the camera provided. Your photo is uploaded to the website, where you can download it later. Other photo possibilities
include link-themed cut outs and tunnel spirals. For tourists there are several small routes available, do not deviate from the marked trails though as the mountain side is steep and dangerous. There are a number of short trails around the James Bond Museum Schilthorn There is a museum dedicated to
the James Bond film, which was shot here in 1969. You can watch clips from the movie, sit in a model helicopter and star in your own scene while sliding down the mountain on a sleigh. There are posters from all the James Bond films ever made and interesting facts about the 1969 film spread throughout
the museum. It's a pretty fascinating exhibition, so take the time to get it before you go. It's somewhat hidden on the lower floor. Go to the bathroom While this may seem like an odd proposition you'll see why when you get there! (think the topic Schilthorn is fully themed on the James Bond 1969 film Her
Majesty's Secret Service. Birg Cliff Walk Birg Cliff Walk for Adventurers. Walk Walk a series of metal grated platforms attached to the rock face surrounding the Birg cable car station. There are a number of problems that cliff walkers can take part in including a rope, glass floor and mesh tunnel. Although
not technically dangerous, it is not for the faint of heart! You can get to the rock walk, leaving the cable car at Birg station on the way up or down from Schilthhorne towards Murren. Tunnel Challenge is one of the hair lifting activities on Birg Cliff Walk Explore Murren Once you have completed your journey
make sure to spend some time in the rather small town of Murren before heading back to the hotel. It has a beautiful view of the valley and there are lots of cute little cafes and shops to explore. Swiss chalet above Murren OTHER DAY TRIPS IN BERNER OBERLAND REGION Have you reviewed these
other day trips in the Bern region of Oberland? First, Grindelwald Schynige Platte For the ultimate 360-degree panoramic view of the Swiss Skyline, the Schilthorn tour is a must! From the summit, which has a height of 2,970 meters, visitors get an unusual panorama of the Jungfrau region overlooking
more than 200 mountain peaks including Eiger, Munch and Jungfrau.Schilthorn Mountains is also famous because of its time place for the 007 Bond film About Her Majesty's Secret Service and therefore will not be missed by any Bond-obsessed fans. Whether you visit in winter or summer, have a full
day or a few hours visiting Schilthorn is worth it, and armed with all the information in this guide, you will have a brilliant time. This post may contain compensated links. For more information, please check out my disclosure policy. Getting to Shilthhorn from LauterbrunnenS, 2,970 metres above sea level,
offers stunning views from the summit of Shillthorne. Image courtesy Schilthorn.The journey to the top via the Schilthorn cable car is perhaps the main attraction! To reach the summit, you have to take a series of cable cars along the Shilthhorn cable car, which will have you sliding past sheer cliff faces
and waterfalls, while cable car cabins offer panoramic views of numerous Swiss mountain peaks. There are two different routes from Lauterbrunnen that you can take to get to the top. Both routes are very scenic and it is certainly worth considering going one way and down the other. No matter what route
you decide to take, you first need to make your way to Lauterbrunnen either by train or car (details about it below) and then choose one of the following options to get from Lauterbrunnen to Schilthorn.Stechelberg in Schilthorn via M'rrenThe Schilthorn Cableway runs all year round. Picture courtesy Peter
to Stehelberg by bus (or private car)Stechelberg to Schilthorn via cable carFor this route route will need to be with 141 buses that come out of the outside of the Lauterbrunnen train station at the Stechelberg cable car station. The bus journey from Lauterbrunnen to Stehelberg takes about 12 minutes.
Buses depart from Lauterbrunnen 5 and 35 minutes after the hour. In addition, if you take this route in the opposite direction, buses depart from Stelberg 12 and 42 minutes after an hour. As soon as you get to Stehelberg, you'll take the Stehelberg cable car to Schilthne. The cable car departs 25 and 55
minutes after an hour (Stehelberg to Schilthne) or 3 and 33 minutes after the hour of Schilthne in Stechelberg. The cable car to Schilthorn takes 32 minutes to reach the summit and stops at Gimmelwald, Murren and Birg along the way. Click here to buy tickets for Thelterbrunnen in Shillthorne via the
Murren train connecting to the cable car at Grutschalp, making this route to Schilthne a little more varied. Image courtesy jungfrau Tourism.Itinerary: Lauterbrunnen's Grutshalp on the grunge cable car to Murren on the Murrayn train to Schilthne on the cable carIf you would like to spend some time
exploring Murren, it's a great route to take. From Lauterbrunnen you will take a cable car to Grutshalp and then take the train to Murren. It's the same for the way back. The cable car takes 7 minutes. You can find lauterbrunnen to grutshalp cable car station right across the street from Lauterbrunnen train
station. After disembarking the cable car at Grutshalpa, you will join the train to Murren. The train stops at Winterigg on the way, and this part of the journey takes only 14 minutes. Departures and arrivals of trains are accustomed to the Lauterbrunnen-Grutschalp cable car. Once you arrive at Murren, you
need to walk about 550 metres through the village to the Murren Schilthorn cable car, which takes you to Schilthorn.The cable car from Murray to Schilthorn leaves 10 and 40 minutes in an hour or 33 and 3 minutes past the hour from Schilthorn to Murren. The cable car takes 17 minutes to reach the
summit. GET SWISS TRAVEL TIPS, NEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS AND INSPIRATION DELIVERED TO YOUR INBOX EVERY MONTH. CLICK HERE TO REGISTER! What to do in Shilthhorn? If the journey to the top of Shillthorne wasn't worth it alone, there's also plenty of things to do and see at three
different stations. The great news is that there are no individual entrances to any of the attractions as your Schilthorn ticket price (see below) includes your transportation and access to all attractions. Schilthorn Piz Gloria - SummitOver 200 mountain peaks can be viewed from Schilthorn Piz Gloria.
Courtesy Schilthorn.At 2970 meters above sea level, Piz Gloria Schilthorn is the very top of the mountain. Here you get to get With 360 views on the Swiss Skyline including views of Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau, as well as Lake Tun and Brienz.As mentioned earlier, Schilthorn was the place where the
1960s Bond film About Her Majesty's Secret Service was filmed. So you will find many Schilthorn James Bond inspired attractions at Piz Gloria.Below various things you can see and do at Piz Gloria.Observation DeckHere at 2,970 meters high you will have a fantastic view of over 200 mountain peaks
from the World Heritage Site. This is the perfect place to look at the peaks of the Swiss Alps especially impressive Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau. On a clear day you can even see how Mont Blanc in France and the Black Forest in Germany.Bond World SchilthornBond World is fun for young and old. Image
courtesy of Schilthorn.Bond World Schilthorn is a lot of fun for both Bond fans and others who may never have heard of the title Bond, James Bond that is. Schilthorn Bond World is an interactive exhibition featuring a range of exhibitions related to a 1960s film. At this James Bond Schilthorn attraction you
can take a phone call intended for James Bond and hear his instructions for this next occasion, fly a helicopter simulator, chase the bad guys on the bobsleigh while ducking gun shots, and check out a number of other Bond memorabilia.007 Walk FameCheck from all the different board displays for
various actors and crew members from the 007 Schilthorn movie. These boards contain a photo, a caption, a handprint and information about each person participating in the film. Display boards form a DIY tour you can take from the summit building to the observation deck and back. Bond CinemaAt the
Bond Cinema You can watch scenes from the Bond film About Her Majesty's Secret Service. Whether you're a Bond tragic or never seen a movie before, now is your chance to watch scenes in the very place the film was made in the 1960s. The 360 Degree Restaurant is the world's first rotating mountain
restaurant that is also themed around James Bond. One revolution takes about 45 minutes, and during that time you get a fantastic view of the beautiful Swiss Alps. The Schilthorn restaurant, which in the Bond film was called Piz Gloria, serves bond dishes. James Bond's brunch is also popular. If you
want to get a seat at the lunch booking window, it is advisable to book your tickets in advance. Skyline Top Shop and Skyline Take AwayYou'll also find a gift shop and pick up a restaurant that sells light meals and snacks, at the Schilthorn Piz Gloria.Free Folklore ShowDuring June, July and August, from
11am to 3pm, visitors can enjoy free folklore shows. Birg - Medium Station Skyline Observation Deck in Birg offers incredible Image courtesy of Courtesy of Birg Schilthne Station- the middle station on Schilthne - is almost 2,700 metres above sea level and 1,000 metres above the village of Murren.
 Below are various things you can see and do at Birg Station.Skyline Observation Deck From Birg Terrace overlooks the observation deck, which is built of steel, glass and with grated flooring. The observation deck takes you over the vertical abyss and provides a more stunning view of the mountainous
region. Thrill Walk BirgThe Thrill Walk at Birg Station. Image courtesy of Schilthorn.A is a great way to see the Swiss Alps from Schilthne, taking Thrill Walk Birg.  Birg Thrill takes you along a 200-meter path that clings to the rock and even passes under the cable car! For those who dare, there are also
several heart obstacles racing along the way, such as walking on a rope or crawling through a clear tube. Igloo VillageIf you visit in the winter months come visit the village of Igloo.  Here you can enjoy the cheese fondue as well as see more Bond themed decor. Birg - Grausseeli - Birg Hiking TrailThis is
an easy 2-hour Schilthorn hike from Birg that goes over Seewlifuhre and up to Grauseeli.  Make sure you make the most of the photo of the possibility of the mountains reflecting in the lake. Bistro BirgGrab has something to eat at birg Bistro, enjoying the Swiss Skyline.  In the warm season you can even
sit on the terrace. MerrinMerren makes a good stop on the way to Schiltor. Image courtesy of Schilthorn.The first stop along the way is great for those who want to explore the village of Murren or sledge.  There are plenty of shops to browse and cafes and restaurants where you can enjoy a meal or drink
with spectacular views of the Lauterbrunnen Valley. There is also a good selection of hotels in Meren if you want to stay a night or two. The Northface Hiking TrailThere is a few different Murren hiking trails and the Northface Trail is rated as a 2.5 medium trek difficulty. Along this trail you will enjoy
spectacular views as well as 12 information panels along the trails that document the history of the mountains. Funicular Allmendhubel works from Murren. Image courtesy Schilthorn.The Flower TrailIf you're looking for an easy Schilthorn walk check out the Flower Trail at Allmendhubel.  It's a short walk
that takes all around The Allemendhubel in about 20 minutes.    This is one of the great hikes from Mehren to take during the summer as you will discover up to 150 different mountain flowers.  This hike is suitable for all levels of fitness and the path is even wide enough for a stroller. Allmendhubel can be
reached by cable car (pictured above) from Murren. The funicular is open all year round, with the exception of the following dates when scheduled maintenance will take place: from 12 October to 11 December 2020; April 12 June 11, 2021; From October 18 to December 10, 2021.M'rren - Blumenthal -
Allmendhubel HikeThis is a 1 hour and 15 minute walk that takes you past the magnificent countryside and grazing. How much do The Shillthorne tickets cost? A day trip to Shilthhorn from Lauterbrunnen or Stehelberg costs 108 chF per adult and 54 chF per child (children under 6 travel for free). Click
here to buy tickets now. However, there are various passes that you can purchase where the entire trip is included, or you will get a discount on the price of Schilthorn. This can be great value for money if you plan to do other mountain excursions in the Jungfrau region. I've listed some of these passes
and discount-related prices below: All prices can be changed without notice. To get a free copy of my Interlaken Region Rail Pass comparison sheet, click here. What is included in the price of the Schilthorn ticket? Your Schilthorn ticket covers the various cable cars you have to take in order to reach the
top in Piz Gloria, as well as access to all the objects mentioned above. How do I check my ticket for Shilthhorn? If you purchased a Schilthorn ticket online (click here to buy now), you must print out a copy of the voucher. The voucher/ticket must not be checked, but must be presented to the inspector's
ticket at each cable car or at the ticket office on request. Please make sure that the dates on your voucher correspond to the dates you are travelling with. Do I need to book cable cars or Schilthorn trains? The Shilthorne cable car offers a scenic view of the summit. Image courtesy of Switzerland
Tourism.You don't need reservations for any of the cable cars, however if you want to make reservations for a certain cable car you can. Reservations for a particular cable car are called boarding pass and must be purchased at least a day before your day trip. The boarding pass costs an additional 5
CHF each way. How long does it take to get from Lauterbrunnen to Schilthne? Both routes from Lauterbrunnen to Schilthne (via Stehelberg or Grutshalp) take about 1 hour. How many cable cars a day works in Schilthne? Stunning, winter panorama of the Swiss Alps. Image courtesy of Peter
Whitten.Between Stechelberg and Schilthorn there are two cable cars per hour starting at 7.25am (bus from Lauterbrunnen starts at 7.05am). Between June 29 and August 18, the last cable car from Stelberg to Schilthorn departs at 5:25 p.m. (the bus departs from Lauterbrunnen at 5:05 p.m.). Until the
end of the year, the last cable car for Schiltorne departs at 16:25 (the bus from Lauterbrunnen departs at 16:05). For the return trip there are also two journeys per hour with the first departure from Schilthne at 8.33am. Between Between June 29 to August 18 last depart 6.55pm while the rest of the year
last departs at 5.55pm. For a trip to Schilthorn via Grutshalp, there are also two cable cars/train trips to Schilthne in an hour starting at 7:01 a.m.  The last flight departs from Lauterbrunnen between June 29 and August 18 at 4:53 p.m.  The journey to Shilthhorn departs at 3:53 p.m.  For the return trip there
are also two journeys per hour with the first departure from Schilthne at 8.33am.  Between June 29 and August 18, the last flight is 6:55 p.m. and the rest of the year is 5:55 p.m. See the full schedule here before I have to start my trip to Schilthorn in Lauterbrunnen?No. If it's more convenient, you can start
your journey at any of the stations along the route, including Stehelberg or Murren. Snow views from the Shilthhorn summit in winter. Image courtesy of Peter Whitten.Yes, you can disembark at any of the stations along the way and rejoin the later service later in the day. All passengers have to disembark
at each station anyway, so you can go and explore the surroundings or take the next cable car and continue your journey.  Should I do a tour of Schilthne or Jungfraujoch? If you have limited time in Lauterbrunnen or the Jungfrau region and wondering whether you should visit Schilthorn or Jungfraujoch,
you should read this guide for more information about the excursion to Jungfraujoch to help you make a decision. Both mountains offer a unique experience and highly recommended excursions.  Useful information for your Schilthorn visit For more information on how to get to Lauterbrunnen, as well as
what you need to do in Lauterbrunnen, read this article. You can also read my detailed guide to lauterbrunnen. Schilthorn is open year-round, except for the period from November 15 to December 10, 2021, when scheduled maintenance will take place on the cable car. Ready to buy tickets for
Shillthorne?  Click here to buy now! Join Switzerland travel planning Facebook GroupYou can also join my Switzerland Travel Planning Facebook group where you can ask questions about your upcoming trip to Switzerland.  Click here to join! This article was originally published on my other website
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